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Abstract
Micro-expression (ME) analysis has been becoming an attractive topic recently. Nevertheless, the studies of ME mostly focus on the recognition task while spotting task is rarely touched.
While micro-expression recognition methods have obtained the
promising results by applying deep learning techniques, the performance of the ME spotting task still needs to be largely improved. Most of the approaches still rely upon traditional techniques such as distance measurement between handcrafted features of frames which are not robust enough in detecting ME locations correctly. In this paper, we propose a novel method for
ME spotting based on a deep sequence model. Our framework
consists of two main steps: 1) From each position of video, we extract a spatial-temporal feature that can discriminate MEs among
extrinsic movements. 2) We propose to use a LSTM network that
can utilize both local and global correlation of the extracted feature to predict the score of the ME apex frame. The experiments
on two publicly databases of ME spotting demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.

Introduction
Micro-expressions are brief and involuntary facial emotions
which are occurred when people are trying to conceal their feelings [1]. The research from Ekman [2] shows that MEs play an
important role in psychology which helps people understanding
spontaneous emotions. Analyzing the suppressed and concealed
emotions can help us building potential applications in diverse
areas, e.g., lie detection system for law enforcement, abnormal
emotions analysis of psychotherapy, etc. Therefore, MEs have
attracted lots of attention from various fields such as computer
vision and psychology.
In the field of computer vision, ME analysis has been divided into two major tasks: spotting and recognition. The first
one is locating the positions of MEs in videos and the second one
is classifying the type of emotions. Although there are many studies involved in ME analysis by using computer vision, building a
practical system for analyzing ME is still far away due to several issues. One reason is the lack of research in ME spotting.
Indeed, most of the ME-related studies focus on the recognition
task, while spotting is seldom touched [3, 4, 5, 6]. In a practical
system of ME analysis, the positions of MEs should be located
precisely in the sequence before further emotion interpretation or
recognition.
ME spotting studies are facing several problems caused by
the subtle movements such as the small changes on the face due
to illumination effects, slight head movement, etc. These changes
are similar to MEs and can lead to false-alarms with existing
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methods. For overcoming these issues, robust tools from machine
learning are promising to discriminate MEs from extrinsic movements on the face. Among machine learning methods, deep learning is emerging as a powerful framework which outperformed traditional handcrafted features in many challenging topics of computer vision. While many deep learning-based MEs recognition
methods have appeared in the literature [6, 7, 8, 9], the application
of deep models in ME spotting is rarely considered.
To fulfill this gap, we propose a novel approach for locating
ME in long videos based on the combination of a spatial-temporal
descriptor and a deep sequence model. The spatial-temporal feature can discriminate MEs among extrinsic movements. In addition, Long-short term memory (LSTM) network is capable of
recognizing and synthesizing both local and global temporal correlation of extracted features [9]. The proposed method is different with previous works which only consider the local correlation. Furthermore, LSTM showed that it can be adapted to a
variable length of the video sequence, i.e. both very long and
short sequence. To our best knowledge, this is the first time, deep
sequence model approaches the ME spotting problems.
The rest of this paper is organized by following sections. In
the next section, we briefly summarize the ME spotting methods in previous studies. The third section describes the proposed
method. Then, our experiments and results are reported in the
fourth section. Finally, we conclude our work in the last section.

Related Work
In the development of ME studies, several researchers realized the importance of detecting ME location when processing with long videos. Certainly, a real ME analysis system
needs to locate ME positions exactly in long videos first, before
any recognition steps can be applied. Therefore, ME spotting
has been recently becoming an attractive topic in ME analysis.
There are previous studies of ME spotting which are categorized
into two groups: measurement-based methods and classificationbased methods [6].
Firstly, we briefly go through several studies of the first
group, measurement-based methods. In [10], Moilanen et al. spot
MEs by using Chi-Square distance of Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
in fixed-length scanning windows . This method is utilized to provide the baseline results in the first system which combines spotting and recognition [1]. Patel et al. proposed calculating optical
flow vector for small local spatial regions, then using heuristics
algorithm to remove the non MEs [11]. Wang et al. suggested a
method named Main Directional Maximal Differences which utilizes the magnitude of maximal difference in the main direction
of optical flow [14]. Generally, almost all these methods focus on
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Proposed Method
The overview of our method is illustrated on Fig. 1. There
are two main steps in this framework: the first one is the extraction of the feature on each position of a video sequence, the second one is construction of deep learning network to predict the
score of apex frames in short-clip of video sequence. Additionally, our method also contains the pre-processing step to carry out
face-alignment and the post-processing step to process the final
output. The following sub-sections will describe each step in our
framework.

Pre-propocessing
At the beginning of our system, we perform the Preprocessing step which carries out face-alignment for image sequences. This step is necessary to minimize the variance of face
sizes, differences of face shapes across video samples. The process is as follow: (1) face area is located in each frame by using Viola-Jones and KTL tracking method [17, 18], (2) facealignment is conducted by utilizing Dlib toolbox [23] to locate
5 land-marks point on each frame of the video sequence. Then,
we apply face-registration by using Local Weighted Mean [20].
(3) face area is cropped by utilizing the defined rectangles from
specific landmarks points.
Figure 1. Overview of ME spotting based on LSTM. First, we extract spatialtemporal feature on each positions of video, then sequence of feature vectors
is inputted to LSTM to predict the score of apex frame position in video sequence.

finding differences between non-micro and micro frames. They
often calculate a threshold to eliminate false alarms caused by:
for example, head movement or illumination effect. However,
these methods are still facing with false alarms caused by, e.g.,
illumination effects, eye blinking, etc.
In order to discriminate MEs which just include small
changes on face, several methods belonging to the second category were introduced. In [12], the first attempt utilizing machine
learning in ME spotting was introduced. In this research, author
employs Adaboost to predict whether the probability of a duration
of frames belonging to a ME or not. Then, random walk functions
were used to refine and integrate the output from Adaboost to return the final result. Recently, for providing the benchmark to
standardize the evaluation in ME spotting studies, Tran et al. [13]
proposed using multi-scale sliding-window based method for detecting MEs. This method tackles ME spotting as a binary classification problem based on a window sliding across positions and
scales of video sequence. Although studies from [12, 13] take
advantages from machine learning, the performances are still not
good enough. This is because the traditional methods are not robust enough to handle the subtle movements of MEs.
Recently, deep learning techniques have been very popular in
the research community. Many research showed that deep learning outperformed handcrafted features or traditional methods in
many computer vision tasks, such as face recognition and pedestrian detection. ME recognition has also obtained promising results with deep learning methods [15], [8], [9], [7] . Therefore, it
is reasonable to employ deep learning techniques in ME spotting.
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Spatial-Temporal Feature Extraction
After face alignment, we extract facial features on each position of the video sequence. There are many choices: singleframe featurs, spatial-temporal feature and deep feature. The use
of spatial-temporal feature can help us obtaining both spatial and
temporal information in each temporal position. Because microexpressions are fast changes on the face, they often occur on short
consecutive frames. Therefore, processing consecutive frames to
calculate the score of apex frame of MEs is more reasonable than
processing single frames. Although deep features have been investigated in many research, most of pre-train networks are only
applied for single images. By that reason we do not explore deep
features in this research.
With the aim of using spatial-temporal feature, three descriptor from the work of Li et al. are selected [1]:
• Local Binary Pattern for Three Orthogonal Planes (LBPTOP): this feature, which is extended from LBP for spatialtemporal description, was introduced by Zhao and Pietikinen [21]. It’s widely utilized in facial-expression analysis
and ME recognition.
• Histogram of Oriented Gradient for Three Orthogonal
Planes (HOG-TOP). This feature is extended from HOG
to 3D to calculate oriented gradients on three orthogonal
planes for modeling the dynamic texture in video sequence.
• Histogram of Image Gradient Orientation for Three Orthogonal Planes (HIGO-TOP). Histogram of Image Gradient
Orientation (HIGO) is the degraded variant of HOG. It ignores the magnitude and counts the responses of histogram
bins.
To construct the sequence of spatial-temporal feature vectors, we slide a scanning-window across all positions of a video.
In each position, for example at frame i, we extract features in
the sequence of frame i to (i + L). On Figure 2, we illustrate the
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feature extraction and the weighting socre of each feature. By using this strategy, we consider each position is a candidate of ME.
In next step, the sequence of consecutive features is inputted to a
deep sequence model to predict the score of MEs in video.

OverlapScorei =

1 i+L
δj
L∑
j=i

(
1, if j ∈ [I onset , I o f f set ]
δj =
0, otherwise

(1)

where OverlapScorei is the overlap weight of ME in feature ith ,
L is the length of consecutive frames using to extract one spatialtemporal feature. I onset and I o f f set are the indexes of onset and
offset frame, respectively. We set Overlapi to 0 if the value of
Overlapi is less than 0.5.
In Eq. 2, it presents the second method to provide the weight
for each feature position. As Eq. 1, we consider one feature as ME
sample, the center frame in L consecutive frames is determined as
apex frame. By this idea, we propose the normalized distance between ground truth apex and center frame of one spatial-temporal
feature.
(
|I apex −Iimiddle |
1−
, if I apex ∈ [Ii , Ii+L ]
L
ApexScorei =
0,
otherwise
Figure 2.

(2)

Illustration of ME location prediction in one scanning-window.

First, we extract spatial-temporal feature on each position ith of video sequence. Each feature will take information of L-consecutive frames ([I j , It ]
means the frames from j to t). After extracting features, we slide a scanning
window across video to create a sequence of features for the LSTM model.
In one scanning-window, we predict the score of ME (Hi ) on each position.
The ground-truth (Hi ) is calculated by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.

Long-short term memory for ME spotting
In this section, we describe the proposed LSTM network
structure and our idea for predicting the score of ME.
Long short-term memory (LSTM) network is a special
kind of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). It was introduced by
Hochreiter [22], and was refined and popularized in many research works, especially in sequence learning. The power of the
LSTM network in learning and modelling sequence data is useful
for estimating the position of ME in the video sequence.
Our idea for using LSTM in ME spotting is to slide a
scanning-window across the video sequence. Each scanningwindow contains M spatial-temporal feature positions. Our constructed network input M spatial-temporal features and predicts M
values representing the score of MEs on each temporal position.
The feature positions (i∗ ) that have the high score are considered
as the ME samples. The specific apex frame is determined by the
i∗ +(i∗ +L)
of feature.
middle location
2
For constructing the ground-truth of the input feature sequence, which is the score of ME apex position inside each
scanning-window, we propose two methods. The first method
is based on the number of frames in the scanning-window that
located in the range of onset and offset. The second method is
based on the normalized distance between apex frame and center
frame of scanning-window.
In Eq. 1, it’s the formula of the first method to label the
score of ME. We calculate the overlap rate between ME frames
and feature scanning-window.
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where ApexScorei is the normalized distance score of feature ith .
I apex is the index of ground truth apex frame, Ii is the index
of frames belonging to feature ith , Iimiddle is the frame index of
middle position in feature ith . The value of Apexi is set to 0 if
Apexi < 0.5. .
The architecture of LSTM is presented on Figure 3. Keras
framework is utilized to build this model. The network is constructed by one LSTM layer with K units (in our experiment, K
is set to 20) and one dense layer. The output of our LSTM model
is the score of ME position (apex frame) for each temporal position. In our experiment, we tried two LSTM layers, however
the performance of two layers is worst than 1 LSTM layer. The
poor performance may be caused by overfitting issue. Therefore,
we only report the network with one LSTM layer and one dense
layer.
After obtaining predicted score from LSTM model for each
scanning-window, we have to handle the overlap issue. Since
each position can contain multiple detected apex positions, we
utilize non-maximal suppression to merge the multiple detected
apex frames between overlap scanning-windows. For removing
false-positive, several heuristics rule are used to determine the positions for ME apex. This threshold is defined as the average values of maximum value and non-zero minimum value in one video
sequence.

Experiment
Experimental Setup
In this sub-section, we briefly introduce two publicly
datasets which are utilized for conducting experiments. The details of implementation and setup are also reported.
The first dataset we use is SMIC-VIS-E. This dataset has 76
video sequences with the frame size 640 × 480 pixels recorded
at 25fps. It consists of 71 micro-expression videos and five nonmicro videos. People in the video are shown emotional clips and
are instructed to hide their feelings. These videos are annotated
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VIS-E dataset. In these results, our proposed methods achieved
the promising results. If we use HOG-TOP combining with
LSTM and Overlap weighting, we obtained the best result by
F1-score 0.62. The second one is combining HIGO-TOP feature
when using with LSTM. On these experiment, using ground truth
”Overlap Weighting” is better than ”Apex Distance”.
Table 1. Experiment results on SMIC-VIS-E dataset.
Method
F1-Score

Figure 3.

The architecture of the deep sequence model in our method. It

LBP ChiSquare [10]
HOG-TOP Apex LSTM
HIGO-TOP Apex LSTM
LBP-TOP Overlap LSTM
HIGO-TOP Overlap LSTM
HOG-TOP Overlap LSTM

0.29
0.38
0.4
0.41
0.5
0.62

inputs a scanning-window containing M feature vectors and returns M scores
of apex frame. It consists of two layers: LSTM (20 units) and Dense layer (20
input units computing one output). Xi is the input feature, Hi is the output, i
from 1 to M.

with onset and offset frames. In [13], the first benchmark of ME
spotting was provided on this dataset. In implementation setup,
we set L = 9 since it is the length of the most ME videos in SMICVIS-E, M is set from 30 to 40.
The second dataset is CASME2. There are two sections in
CASME2: A and B. We only use section A which is built for
ME spotting task. This section A consist of 7 subjects with 95
video sequences. The average of ME size is 23. The frame size
of CASME2 is 640 × 480 pixels recorded at 30fps. In our implementation, L is set to 23 and M is set from 30 to 35.
To evaluate and compare our methods, we suggest using
Leave-one-subject-out test setup, and calculating F1-score value
to compare different methods. In one video sequence, we count
the final detected apex and missed apex (counted as false negative). The detected location are then compared with ground truth.
If spotted apex is located inside onset and offset (SpottedApex ∈
[Onset, O f f set] ), this is one true-positive, otherwise it is one
false-positive. We calculate the average of F1-score values for
the final results. On our techniques (the combinations between
spatial-temporal features with two ground truth weighting methods), we trained with maximum of 150 epoch. Then we select
the epoch having the best results to report on each techniques.
To compare with other studies, we follow their results such as
MDMD [6] or we re-implemented their method such as [10].

Results
Experimental results are reported in Tables 1 and 2. The
first column describes the corresponding method. For example, HIGO − T OP Overlap LST M means the proposed method
with spatial-temporal HIGO-TOP features and using Overlap
method in labeling. HIGO − T OP Apex LST M is the proposed
method with HIGO-TOP features and using Apex method in labeling. LBP ChiSquare is the method from [10], which was reimplemented by ourself. MDMS is the method Main Direction
Maximal Difference analysis, which was reported on [6] and [14].
On table 1, we report the result when evaluating on SMIC-
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On Table 2, we report the results when evaluating on
CASME2 dataset. Following the results, our methods outperformed the previous methods of [10] and [6]. The method
HIGO − T OP Overlap LST M obtained the best F1-score: 0.86,
and the second is HOG − T OP Overlap LST M with F1-score
0.84.
Table 2. Experiment results on CASME2 dataset.
Method
F1-Score
LBP ChiSquare [10]
MDMD [6]
LBP-TOP Apex LSTM
HIGO-TOP Apex LSTM
HOG-TOP Apex LSTM
LBP-TOP Overlap LSTM
HOG-TOP Overlap LSTM
HIGO-TOP Overlap LSTM

0.32
0.38
0.69
0.71
0.77
0.80
0.84
0.86

Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a novel approach for ME spotting based on the spatial-temporal features and the deep sequence
model. To our best knowledge, this is the first work in the literature that explores the application of deep learning techniques
for ME spotting. In the experimental results, we showed that the
proposed method performs promisingly for ME spotting.
For future work, we will do experiment with more datasets
of ME spotting. We have been building a benchmark for ME spotting to standardize the comparison between ME spotting methods
and provide the baseline results. The first version of this work
has been published on [13], [24]. Moreover, the current proposed
framework only utilize three spatial-temporal features, there are
still rooms for us to explore more spatial-temporal features, deep
features in this framework [8, 16].
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